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Stream selection after class X – Deciding on the path of success 

 

 

On 22.01.22, the much needed and awaited session for students of Class X was conducted online on the 

digital platform of Google Meet to provide workable guidance to several students and parents who are not 

sure about the stream that should be taken after class 10
th

. Teachers of class XI and XII conducted an 

informative and path defining session that encouraged students to take apt stream selection decision. 

The session was specially designed to help students who are currently in their 10
th

 standard to make the 

decision about their careers going forward. Thus, in order to assist students in getting guidance from teachers 

and ensuring that these students make the best possible decisions, St Cecilia’s Public School proudly 

presented an online webinar on  varied topics.  

The webinar was detailed and well formed on the basis of the questions posed by the students. Everyone has 

a dream, a career, which is rewarding and successful. But, how a career pans out depends on a lot on what 

stream students select after Class X. While most choices are stream neutral but the subjects one learns in 

school goes a long way.  

The students were addressed by the expert team of senior teachers about how after class X, a maze of door 

opens. That means, students need to make informed choices not only about careers but the streams they wish 



to undertake in the next two years. Keeping all arenas in view, Power-point presentations and videos led to a 

successful interactive session to apprise the students 

It was also discussed how nowadays the conventional approach of taking up Science, Commerce or 

Humanities based on the percentage has been changed by the interest, the choice, the passion and the aptitude 

of the student. 

The session addressed many questions asked by the students such as Which stream to choose after class 

10th? And which stream is better for career? What are the Career options after class 10th? How to utilize two 

months in best possible way that students get after board exams? What are the career options in Commerce 

Stream? Apart from CA and CS, what are the other options?  

 

So here are few of the questions that have been posed by varied students and answered by our valuable 

teachers. These questions not only helped students to solve their doubts and queries, but also acted as a 

guiding light to the parents of these students.  

The Coordinator and the teachers wished all our valuable Cecilians ‘All the Best’ for their future happenings 

and decision making!!  

 


